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1. Executive summary 

1.1 We welcome the chance to comment on the Office of Tax Simplification’s (OTS’s) review into 

whether and how it could be helpful for individuals to have information relating to their tax position 

submitted to HMRC on their behalf by third parties. 

1.2 In summary, our key points are as follows: 

• Whilst there is the potential for the use of third party data to bring substantial benefits 

this will only be achieved if the data is accurate and easily checked. 

• The current taxpayer identifiers are not fit for these purposes: there needs to be a single 

unique taxpayer identifier in order for data to be accurately allocated. 

• Taxpayers and agents need to be able to see the same data as HMRC and have access to 

sufficient detail to understand where numbers have come from.  

1.3 Section 2 below makes some general comments on the proposals, and section 3 covers our 

responses to the specific questions raised in the consultation document. 

1.4 We would be happy to discuss the points raised here in further detail.  If you have any questions, 

or would like any further information, please contact: Robert Langston, National Tax Partner, on 

0207 841 4129 or email robert.langston@saffery.com or Alison Hobbs, Director, National Tax, on 

0207 841 4016 or email alison.hobbs@saffery.com . 

2. General points 

2.1 In principle, the concept of making wider use of third party data is a good one, which could offer 

benefits to taxpayers, agents and to HMRC.  However, if badly implemented, any such move could 

create more problems than it solves and add time and cost to the tax return process. 

2.2 One key issue would be making sure that the right data is associated with the right taxpayer.  A 

barrier to this at the moment is the lack of a single standard unique taxpayer identification number 

for UK taxpayers.  The call for evidence references National Insurance numbers (NINOs) – but not 

every individual is entitled to a NINO, and NINOs do not attach to partnerships and trusts.  Similarly, 

not all taxpayers have a Unique Taxpayer Reference number (UTR): for instance, all those who pay 

tax via the PAYE system will not have been allocated one.  We believe that before any proposals to 

widen the use of third party data are taken forward this issue needs to be addressed. 

2.3 Following on from that, once the right taxpayer is associated with the right data, there is a need for 

the right amount of information to be passed between the third party, HMRC and the taxpayer (and 

their agent).  This needs to be sufficient for amounts to readily be checked and also for all parties 

to be able to identify easily the capacity in which income or gains are attached to a taxpayer.  We 

have had several instances, for example, where enquiries have been raised into our clients’ tax 

returns because HMRC have suspected that income has not been reported on the basis of reports 

they have received under the Common Reporting Standard (CRS), when in fact the income was not 

that of the taxpayer themselves, but related to their role as a trustee.  Extending the use of third 

party reporting without addressing this issue is likely to result in an increase in the number of 

unnecessary enquiries, which adds time and cost from both HMRC’s and the taxpayer’s perspective, 

without leading to any additional revenue being collected. 

2.4 Furthermore, it would be necessary for information to flow efficiently both to and from the various 

parties involved (the third party providing the information, HMRC, the taxpayer and their agent) 

and within HMRC’s own systems.  This should include: 
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• Ensuring that information in HMRC’s systems is updated in real time and consistently, so that 

whatever appears in the taxpayer’s digital tax account matches the information HMRC 

personnel, including those working on the helplines, can access. 

• Ensuring that agents can see what their clients can see (and in the same level of detail); 

• Allowing information to be surfaced through digital tax accounts and also through relevant tax 

software, to allow taxpayers and agents to access it in the easiest possible way. 

2.5 Where information provided by third parties to HMRC is incorrect, there must be a straightforward 

method of correcting this, otherwise costs for taxpayers will be increased. 

2.6 We would also suggest that there are areas where HMRC can make better use of data that it already 

holds, before looking to expand the range of data it acquires.  For example, a 30-day reporting 

requirement has recently been introduced for certain residential property disposals: HMRC should 

ensure that information submitted under these rules is available both through a taxpayer’s digital 

tax account and can also be fed into any tax software used by the taxpayer or their agent.  We note 

that this does not appear to be a feature even of the software currently in development for Making 

Tax Digital for income tax (MTD ITSA). 

2.7 We note that the call for evidence notes royalties as one potential area where this approach could 

be used.  Whilst we can see that third party reporting might be possible for (for instance) royalties 

from books or music, it would be harder to capture other royalties such as quarry royalties.  We 

would suggest that any work in this area is focused around the ‘core’ royalties and more specialist 

ones are excluded.  More generally, when introducing a requirement for third parties to report 

particular types of data, care should be taken to make sure that the requirements are practical for 

all affected third parties, or that some are effectively excluded. 

3. Specific consultation questions 

3.1 Question 1: What sources of third party data do you currently use in order to complete a return, 

claim a relief or otherwise engage with HMRC? 

3.1.1 We have a broad client base, and represent individuals with a variety of sources of income and 

gains, including from specialist occupations such as farming, landed estates and sports and 

entertainment. 

3.1.2 As might be expected we receive information on our clients’ tax position from a variety of different 

sources including: 

• Bank statements 

• Interest/loan interest certificates 

• Bank feeds (particularly where we carry out outsourced accounts work for the client) 

• Investment managers (investment income and gains/excess reportable income/EIS, SEIS and 

VCT investments) 

• Letting agents (rental income and expenses) 

• Lloyds underwriters (Lloyds syndicate income) 

• UK trustees (trust income and other data) 

• Offshore trustees (trust income/data) 

• Solicitors/conveyances/surveyors (property gains info, valuations, completion statements) 

• DWP (state pension) 

• HMRC (child benefit, state pension, PAYE codes, average exchange rates) 

• Other firms (sole trade/partnership/rental accounts, R185s, foreign income/gains e.g. K1s) 
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• Tax software (listed company dividends) 

• Bank of England/other third party websites (exchange rates) 

• Companies House (directorships, shareholdings) 

 

3.2 Question 2: Are there any areas where the provision of third party data currently creates issues 

with the accuracy or timeliness of your return? 

3.2.1 Situations highlighted by our personal tax teams as regularly causing delays or adding to the time 

and cost of completing a client’s tax return include: 

• Banks often ignore requests for information or require new taxpayer consent forms every 

year  

• Errors in tax reports from investment managers can mean that tax returns need to be 

amended 

• Certain investment managers are consistently very late in providing information  

• Details of foreign information can often be delayed due to different tax years 

• The provision of EIS/SEIS certificates can cause delays or a need to amend tax returns 

• Waiting on partnership or trust tax returns from third parties causes delays in completing 

individual tax returns 

 

3.3 Question 3: To what extent do you think that it would be simpler for you if third parties submitted 

data directly to HMRC (as well as to you)?  

3.3.1 In principle, this could bring a benefit to us as agents, to our clients and to HMRC.  Having data 

reported directly to HMRC would save us time chasing up third parties for that information.  

3.3.2 However, this would only benefit us if HMRC provided authorised agents with access to the data 

(and to sufficient underlying detail for us to accurately analyse it). For example, HMRC already have 

access to employment/pension data but this is regularly missing from the digital tax account (DTA) 

and HMRC will not provide details to agents over the phone/by email/by letter.  

3.3.3 The format of the data would also need to be detailed enough to allow us to check for accuracy e.g. 

gross rental income and total expenses for each category (repairs, finance, etc) would be 

insufficient for us when we need to check monthly income and detailed expenses.  If information is 

not provided in sufficient detail this could result in increased time and cost as we would not only 

have to request the detailed information from our client or the relevant third party, we would also 

have to reconcile it to the figures submitted to HMRC. 

3.3.4 Third parties would also need to submit information to HMRC in good time for us to review this.  If 

we lost our direct relationship with these third parties it would be harder for us to chase up 

information, particularly if it is required outside of the normal tax return cycle. 

3.4 Question 4: What would you consider to be the main benefits of third parties providing such data 

to HMRC on your behalf? 

3.4.1 We see the main potential benefits as being: 
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• Reduced time and cost spent on chasing taxpayers/third parties for information.  Having 

information available to us and to our clients via software/Digital Tax Accounts should reduce the 

amount of time we spend requesting and chasing the information needed to generate a tax return. 

• Reduced incidences of missing information e.g. where taxpayers forget about new bank 

accounts, cashed in pensions, etc. 

• Reduced likelihood of aspect enquiries 

• Increased efficiency for us obtaining more information from a central location (therefore 

returns completed earlier in the year) 

3.4.2 However, realising these benefits will depend, as outlined above, on the data reported from third 

parties to HMRC, and from HMRC on to taxpayers and their agents, being correctly attributed, 

accurate and having sufficient level of detail for a cross-check to be made. 

3.5 Question 5: What, if any, are your main concerns about third parties providing data to HMRC on 

your behalf? 

3.5.1 Our primary concern, as previously mentioned, would be that data would be incorrectly allocated 

to a taxpayer or that amounts allocated would be incorrect. Examples of where we often need to 

check and amend third party data include: 

• Foreign tax credits 

• Offshore income gains 

• Excess reportable income 

• Capital gains (e.g. use of annual exempt amount and capital losses where multiple 

portfolios held) 

• Certain UK or foreign income/gains depending on a taxpayer’s residency position 

• Rental income 

• Employment expenses 

 

3.5.2 To give some more detailed examples: 

a. Tax packs covering quoted investments 

For clients who hold quoted investments, we typically receive a year-end tax pack from an 

investment manager, which will contain details of the all income and capital gains from the client’s 

portfolio. Usually, we would not enter each individual dividend on the tax return, but simply put on 

a total figure for each category, eg UK dividends £5,123, UK unit trust dividends £150 etc.  

If HMRC automatically include some, but not all, of the investment income, it might be quite tricky 

to reconcile to the tax pack. In our experience investment managers do not always correctly 

determine whether a certain dividend is UK or overseas source, so it may not simply be a case of 

ignoring UK source income on the tax report.  

We also encounter information that is miscategorised (eg something that should correctly be taxed 

as a dividend is included in a tax pack as interest or vice versa).  It will be important that sufficient 

information is provided to allow us to identify and correct these situations where they arise. 
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In some instances exempt holdings are included on investment schedules and then removed from 

the total at the bottom – it will be important to ensure that the reporting template is sufficiently 

detailed that these amounts can be correctly excluded when calculating taxable income. 

We have also seen instances where investment managers have the CGT book costs of investments 

wrong: this is rarer now, probably partly due to the change in 2008 to using average costs once the 

same day/next 30 day rules have been applied, but there are still some historic holdings where this 

does happen.  Also if investments are transferred from say a trust to an individual’s portfolio, even 

though holdover relief is claimed, the book costs of the investments might be updated to market 

value by the investment manager. The client may even want book costs updating to market value, 

so they can see how well the investments have performed since they received them from the trust.  

In these situations incorrect information could easily be provided to HMRC. 

b. Joint accounts 

It will be important that, where an account is a joint account, amounts are correctly attributed to 

the account holders.  There will be additional complexities in situations where there is not a straight 

50/50 split (for example where a declaration of trust has been made that interest will not be split 

50/50 or where one of the account holders is acting as a mere nominee). 

c. Rental statements 

Property agents do not always know (and nor should they necessarily be expected to know) what 

is and isn’t deductible for income tax and CGT purposes.   

Even where the data is right that does not automatically mean that it is complete (eg rental 

statements might not take account of all allowable expenses; not all costs of disposal are included 

on completion statements).  It will be important both that there is an easy way for taxpayers and 

agents to add in additional data and that making these changes does not trigger an unnecessary 

enquiry (which is potentially costly for both the taxpayer and HMRC). 

 

3.6 Question 6: Is there any information currently held by HMRC or other government departments 

that it would be useful to have shown in your online tax account or prepopulated in a tax return? 

3.6.1 Yes.  There is a substantial amount of data already held by government which it would be useful to 

be able to access.  As we have noted previously, it would be important for agents as well as 

taxpayers to access such information.   

3.6.2 Examples of the information that should be available to taxpayers and their agents include: 

• Employment information - P60s, P45s, P11Ds, student and postgraduate loan repayments 

(not shown on P45s), NIC information where “P60” information is only the taxable pay and 

income tax 

• Pension information – P60s (rather than all pension income from different sources 

combined that is currently available for some taxpayers through the DTA) 

• State pension – NI credits/state pension forecast, state pension income, lump sums, 

confirmation if deferred 

• Property records – current properties owned per Land Registry, main residence elections 

previously received, Form 17s in effect 

• Child Benefit received 
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• Taxable state benefits (jobseekers allowance, bereavement allowance, incapacity benefit, 

etc.) 

• Bank & building society interest and other interest per financial institution returns  

• Partnership income reported on SA800s 

• Trust or estate income reported on SA900s 

• Foreign income information held by HMRC 

• Copies of previous tax returns submitted by anyone using 3rd party software 

• 30 day CGT info already submitted to HMRC (this should be prepopulated in a tax return) 

• R185 information from submitted Trust and Estate returns 

• Information on charitable donations 

• CT61 interest 

• EIS and SEIS data 

 

3.7 Question 7: Which types of third party would you find it most helpful to be required to provide 

data to HMRC on your behalf? 

3.7.1 We would find information from the following most useful in terms of preparing tax returns and 

other related documentation for our clients: 

• Banks & investment managers 

• Pension providers  

• Finance providers (re deductible loan interest) 

• Mortgage lenders 

• Letting agents  

• Lloyd’s underwriters 

• Trustees (providing R185 to HMRC along with trust returns) 

• Unlisted companies (providing dividend information) 

 

3.8 Question 8: Are there any particular types of third party data that it would be useful - with your 

approval - to have the option of being submitted to HMRC on your behalf (such as rental income 

from an agent managing a property for you)? 

 

3.8.1 Whilst it would potentially be useful to have information about rental income, pensions, EIS/SEIS 

and VCT investments submitted directly to HMRC there would have to be suitable opportunities for 

taxpayers and agents to review and correct that data before it is treated as a ‘final submission’. 

 

3.8.2 If it is not very straightforward for taxpayers and agents to make any necessary amendments it 

would probably be more time-consuming than us compiling and submitting the correct data in the 

first place.  

 

3.8.3 It will also be important to balance any third-party reporting requirement with the separate 

requirement under Making Tax Digital for taxpayers to keep and submit digital records.  Thinking 

specifically about rental income, there is a tension between a requirement for the taxpayer to keep 

accurate digital records for their whole rental business, and to submit quarterly summaries of that 

data to HMRC and for a rental agent to submit what might be partial information direct to HMRC.  

It is unclear what the benefit (to HMRC or to the taxpayer) would be in this situation and we would 

recommend that further thought is given to this area.  
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3.9 Question 9:  If third parties were to provide data to HMRC on your behalf, what would you want 

HMRC to do with it to make life easier for you, for example, reflecting it in an online tax account? 

3.9.1 Any information collected in this way should be reflected in the digital tax account but with far 

more detail than is shown currently so that we can check any summary information is accurate. A 

we have said elsewhere in this response, the information available to taxpayers in their online 

accounts must also be available to their agents. 

3.9.2 We would also suggest that, wherever possible, information is surfaced through APIs (which can be 

accessed through specialist tax software) to avoid the need for taxpayers and agents to have to also 

log on to the HMRC portal to access data, and to allow software to integrate and analyse this data. 

3.9.3 Whilst the digital account and software should be the primary form of access to this information, it 

would also be important to give consideration to how the digitally excluded and digitally challenged 

can access the data.  Again it will be important to ensure that any such access would allow taxpayers 

to see sufficient information to understand where figures have come from so that they can readily 

check and correct the data where needed.   

3.10 To facilitate a third party providing HMRC with data in an effective way, you may need to provide 

them with identification information (National Insurance number). How would you expect to 

provide this information for example, by letter, phone or an online form? Are there some types 

of third parties that you would be more comfortable providing this extra information to and what 

are your reasons for this? 

3.10.1 We agree that it will be important to provide identification information, to ensure that data is 

attributed to the correct taxpayer and the need for corrections is reduced.  

 

3.10.2 As we state above, we believe that there is a need for a single, consistent unique identifier to 

achieve this, as neither the existing NINO nor UTR systems are comprehensive. 

 

3.10.3 Once a suitable identifier has been put in place, an online form would be the simplest option 

(although as stated above there is a need for there to be a suitable alternative for those taxpayers 

who are digitally excluded). Depending on the nature of the third party, this information may 

already be being gathered as part of their ‘Know Your Client’ checks and it may be possible to adapt 

existing processes to incorporate the new identifier.  

3.10.4 In transitioning to any such reporting system, there will be a need to think about the additional 

burden this places on third parties.  They will need to put in place systems and processes to collect 

the unique identifier from new clients and also from existing clients (which may be a more complex 

exercise).  It will be important to give third parties a suitable amount of time to prepare for the 

change. 

3.10.5 HMRC should also anticipate that a taxpayer may need a number of identifiers for different entities 

they represent (trustees, sole trades, partnerships). 

3.11 Question 11: What do you think would be the most effective way for you to be able to query the 

accuracy of the data provided to HMRC by third parties? Are there particular taxpayer safeguards 

you think should be considered to maintain trust? 

 

3.11.1 It would be helpful if data was available to authorised agents at the same time as it is available to 

HMRC, so that we can check it quickly. As outlined above, it would be important for us (and for our 
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clients) to be able to correct data where it is wrong.  This correction should primarily be via the 

digital tax account/software and should not require contacting HMRC or the third party. 

 

3.11.2 Given that we frequently encounter situations where third party data needs correcting or is 

incomplete it will be important that this update process does not lead to more enquiries into 

taxpayers’ affairs.   

 

3.11.3 One way of achieving this would be to give taxpayers the opportunity to correct information directly 

on their record.  If HMRC wanted further explanation of the correction they would need to open an 

enquiry in the usual way.  Any other approach would make the overall tax return process more 

complicated and would move us away from a system of genuine self-assessment.  

3.11.4 Again we would reiterate here that the information needs to be sufficiently clear and detailed – it 

needs to be easy for taxpayers and agents to match the data that comes via HMRC with that 

provided by the third party to them directly, with no need for a reconciliation exercise. 

3.12 Question 12: Do you have any comments on steps HMRC could take to build and maintain trust 

in the way it handles and uses customer data from third parties? 

 

3.12.1 As above, it will be important to ensure that any use of third party data does not add complexity or 

unnecessarily increase the chances of an enquiry, and that it is easy for taxpayers and their agents 

to make amendments where needed.   

3.13 Question 13: Are you aware of examples of approaches to the use of third party data by other 

tax authorities that should be considered by HMRC? 

3.13.1 No comment. 

4. About Saffery Champness 

4.1 Saffery Champness is the 13th largest UK accountancy firm by fee income. We presently have more 

than 80 UK partners and over 600 staff in nine offices in the UK and further offices in Guernsey, 

Geneva, Zurich, Dublin and Dubai.  

4.2 We are a firm with a deliberate focus; we do not try to be all things to all people. Instead we choose 

to specialise in specific sectors and areas of business where we have real in-depth expertise and 

experience. These include not-for-profit, private wealth, landed estates and rural businesses, 

professional and consultancy businesses, entrepreneurs, sports and entertainment, and 

international. 

 


